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University of Minnesota, Morris
Campus Assembly Minutes
May 12, 1997
The Campus Assembly met on Monday, May 12, 1997 at 4 pm in the Science Auditorium.

I. Chancellor David Johnson announced the Regents' action of promotion to associate professor
and tenure for Jon Anderson, Margaret Kuchenreuther, Neil Leroux, Dian Lopez, and Gwen
Rudney and promotion to professor for Jim Cotter and Vicky Demos. The Assembly applauded
the accomplishments of their colleagues.
II. The minutes of the 4/14/97 and 4/28/97 Assembly meetings were approved as distributed.

ill. The Assembly reviewed the revised section IIIB of the committee reduction proposal, noting
that the Ford Grant committee was to be removed from the grid. The section now reads:
B. Fold the following groups into the structure of Assembly committees. The latter
bodies must determine how they will connect to the committees or if elimination is
proposed.
Committee
Bush Professional Dev.
Con. Ed/Re~. Prmrrams
Grant Develooment
New Faculty Orientation
Rhodes, Marshall, Fulbright, etc.

Proposed
Committee
CRPC
CRPC
CRPC
CRPC
Scholastic

Linkage
Facultv Develonment
Institutional Mission
Facultv Develooment
Facultv Develooment
Functions and
Awards

The revised section was approved by vocal vote.
IV. The following were elected to the Executive Committee for 1997/98: Margaret
Kuchenreuther (vice-chair), Edith Borchardt (secretary), Pareena Lawrence (FPA 1), Jon
Anderson (FPA 2), and Jeri Mullin (USA). The student positions will be filled at the May 27
meeting.
V. The Assembly reviewed the proposal for General Education and a Common Experience
under semesters and proposed amendments. Dean Schuman suggested that the general education
program will be the watermark of a UMM education and the proposal is more conservative than
experimental or revolutionary. While encouraging open debate, he reminded his colleagues of
the thousands of hours of effort by sincere, insightful people that the proposal represents.
Speaking for the Common Experience Task Force, Jooinn Lee explained that the group began
with ideals and then struggled with reality, achieving the strongest possible consensus. He
stressed an emphasis on highly motivated volunteer faculty and the need for resource support
from the administration. Jim Togeas reviewed the General Education Committee's process of
achieving consensus through discussion rather than vote-taking and described the proposal as
"ProsPer streamlined for semesters."
The following amendments were reviewed and acted upon.
A. Common Experience (I)

MCSA AMENDMENT: In addition to an annual assessment of the program, the MCSA Forum calls for a full,
mandatory review of the common experience after a three year period. Faculty and student opinion would be
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gathered in an effort to examine whether or not "a stimulating learning environment" has been developed and is
maintainable, if goals and objectives of the course are being met, and if the course will either move forward
according to plan or encounter major structural/instructional changes.

Ferolyn Angell asked who would conduct the review and Bert Ahem suggested the Curriculum
Committee (CC) and General Education Committee (GEC) (if still in existence) assisted by the
Assessment for Student Learning Committee (ASL). Craig Kissock opposed the amendment
suggesting that the required review categorized the Common Experience as a second-class
course. Heather Aagesen suggested that the review would help assure that students are actually
having the experience the faculty are intending.
Dimitra Gianulli asked why MCSA had chosen three years as the time for a review. Kohler
answered that it was the only time suggested. Michael O'Reilly asked if such a review wouldn't
be redundant given the existence of the ASL. Bert Ahem reminded him that the ASL won't
actually conduct assessments itself but would expect the GEC or CC to evaluate the Common
Experience. Jeff Ratliff-Crain reminded the committee that the proposal calls for 1 review in 3
years, not repeated reviews or automatic elimination of the course if there is a negative
assessment.
Nat Hart called the question and the amendment was adopted by vocal vote.
B. Modifying Descriptions of Majors (last paragraph)

BOWERS AMENDMENT: Add a section V to the proposal that reads, "All UMM majors will be required to offer
courses meeting the ProsPer C2 and W2 requirements, and students must meet these requirements within the major
in order to graduate."

John Bowers explained the Executive Committee's concern that the language in the proposal
doesn't require C2/W2. He added that since the campus has endorsed the creation of the
technology fee, the curriculum should make use of the technology.
Jennifred Nellis expressed concern that C2/W2 courses don't relate to every discipline and
wondered where the funding would come from to expand a discipline as necessary to add such
components.
Jim Togeas reminded the Assembly that the proposal expects majors to document their methods
of meeting C2/W2 courses and suggested that the majors could be relied upon to provide
oversight in this area. Tap Payne argued that the proposal merely wishes for C2/W2 while the
amendment requires it. He added that if the Assembly approves the amendment, it becomes the
administration's obligation to provide funding. Bryan Vickstrom added that all disciplines may
benefit from resources provided by the technology fee.
Eric Klinger wondered about the benefit of meeting C2/W2 in the major as opposed to other
areas of concentration. Bowers noted that the amendment proposed making the requirement in
the major to parallel the original proposal. Roland Guyotte spoke to the benefit of embedding
C2/W2 activities in the major field of study.
Bert Ahern stressed again that without the amendment, the general education proposal does NOT
require C2/W2. Nellis agreed with the desirability of C2/W2 but rejected the restriction that they
be pursued within the major, noting again the need for resources and education for faculty in
some disciplines to be able to meet the requirement. Loren Gustafson wondered if it would be
possible for faculty in the majors to authorize students to complete C2/W2 in other disciplines.

Ferolyn Angell moved to amend the amendment to read "All U:MM majors will require courses
meeting the ProsPer C2/W2 and students must meet these requirements in order to graduate."
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Bert Ahem seconded the motion. Nat Hart objected to the unfair burden this would on some
disciplines, particularly given the lack of C2/W2 courses. Tap Payne agreed that disciplines
shouldn't pass their burden on to other disciplines. Guyette opposed both the original
amendment and the amended amendment, preferring the simplicity of the original proposal. The
Angell amended amendment failed on vocal vote.
Bert Ahem asked Togeas how the Registrar's office will document coursework in advanced
writing and computing for graduation. Togeas responded that the disciplines would document
the method, not the Registrar's office. Jooinn Lee suggested that requiring the coursework would
not be necessary but the appeal for it as stated in the original proposal would suffice. Nellis
disagreed, noting that she would be unable to document compliance in her discipline. Angell
asked whether the proposal intended that the advanced writing be in English and Togeas
confirmed. Tom Johnson suggested that the use of the word "ProsPer" in the Bowers amendment
was inappropriate since ProsPer would cease to exist but Bowers preferred that the term be
included as a historical record of the meaning of C2/W2.
Bert Ahem motioned for a substitute amendment whereby the sentence "In the description of
each major there would be a statement about how students majoring in that area formally acquire
computing and writing skills" would be moved from the ending "Modifying the Descriptions of
Majors" section of the proposal into the actionable part of the proposal preceding the section of
rationale, explanation and observation (found on page 10 of the agenda). Eric Klinger seconded
the substitute motion and it passed on vocal vote.
C. Skills for the Liberal Arts (IlA)
AHERN AMENDMENT:

This amendment was withdrawn.
Bert Ahern motioned to extend the meeting beyond 5:45 and was seconded by Eric Klinger. A
division of the house was required and the motion failed.
D. Skills for the Liberal Arts, Expanding Perspectives, Ethical and Civic Responsibility
HAJI AMENDMENT #1 (pertaining to IIC): In the phrase "mathematic/symbolic reasoning," replace the term
"symbolic" with "formal" so as to remove the restriction that the strengthening of students' ability for formulate
abstractions and construct proofs be pursued primarily by utilizing symbols in formal systems.

Ishtiyaque Haji explained his objection to the original proposal's restrictive use of the term
"symbolic reasoning." Togeas insisted that the ability to work with symbols was a valuable skill
and the proposal was purposefully narrow. Michael O'Reilly agreed that the ability to use
symbols was an important asset. Haji questioned their necessity, even in mathematics, give the
work of scholars done without a reliance on symbols. The Haji amendment failed by vocal vote.
E. Wellness

GREMMELS AMENDMENT: Drop the Wellness section from the General Education Proposal.

The Gremmels amendment was discussed next given its application to section III of the proposal.
Gremmels suggested that wellness is taught extensively in secondary school and supported the
idea of a course but not a requirement. He emphasized our liberal arts mission and suggested
that wellness is more appropriately a focus in technical or state colleges, not liberal arts

institutions. Craig Kissock argued that the concept of a strong body feeding a strong mind is
fundamental to the concept of the liberal arts. He noted that the creation of wellness courses has
been mandated by the Assembly and their use should therefore be implemented.
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Tinisha Davis suggested that a rigorous curriculum would be better served by a requirement in
speech than a requirement in wellness. Kris Nelson agreed that this would be a better use of
resources. Jason Kohler spoke of an impromptu survey of students confirming the preference for
speech over wellness. Ferolyn Angell argued that a wellness requirement affirms the concept of
mind/body integration. Eric Klinger added that there are faculty available to teach wellness but
not to meet the needs of a speech requirement
Todd Neuharth shared statistics about the high cost in dollars and human life caused by
ignorance in the area of wellness, suggesting that the need for the propagation of wellness
information is evident.
The Assembly adjourned at 5:45 pm.
Rebecca Webb
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